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• MEMORANDIR4 FOR mis RECOBD

SUBJECT: Planning Conferences with M. Abrazatchik and B. Regale of the BRA
from 10-14 September 1956.

1. Background:

The DC/S8/7/0011, C-	 -3 met with the President of the
BBB, M. Abramtebik. in Paris in Deumber 1955 while on a REDSGE operational
survey trip	 fl expressed the view that the U.S. Government
was desirous or maintaining continued contact with the END. The DC of to
further noted that the possibility of runrdng REDSOI operations in conjunction
.*d with the lomledge of the /Minas possible; not on the bilateral arrange-
mentwhich existed during the 1950-199It period, but rather one of unilateral
action control solely by the U.S. Government, the only exception to this
arrangement being the disposition of the intelligence *take." If during the
course of way operational activity employing BBB assets, both internal and
external, information received of value to the UR would be relayed to them.
M. AtmuctahLk Oared to this arrangement and farther talks in Paris were
terminated with the understanding that specific operational details and
pleasing would be continued in the U.S. upon the arrival of Abramtebik later
in the year.

2. 10 September:

a. Abramtohik arrived in the U.S. in August but did not meet with
SB/7/DO3 staff officers until 10 September 1956. The period between his
actual arrival in the U.S. mut the 10 September date was dented to
discussions with the American Comdttee in New fork re the Paris Bloc of
which Alwarchik is chairman and to BNB organizational activities in
Toronto, Canada. AD:es:talkvas met at the Union Station Terminal by
the undersigned case officer and taken to the Raleigh Hotel where he
stayed during the entire course of the discussions.

b. In order to spare CSR/7/DOB and the DC/SW7/1:13B unnecessary
expoeu.re to the dialectics of former AEGICM operations and their somewhat
unpleasant and abrupt conclusions, the undersigned case officer met with
Abrmatchik alone. These pre-oonference discussions were most satisfactory
and afforded the undersigned an opportunity to regain ears of the rapport
which had been lest with the suspension of joint BIER/CIA operational activi-
ties in 1954. It must be noted that Aboamtchik appeared to be completely
in a forgiving mood and the discussions of former AEQUOR operations were
satisfactorilyconcluded. No mention was made of the 00,000 due to the
BNB as the beneficiary on the insurance arrangement made with the rashers
of Amon team 2.

c. The new operational conference began in a general fashion.
Abramtchik attempted to bring the undersigned up-to-date on his political
activity. Be told of his subsequent reappointment as chairman of the
Paris Bloc and its futile negotiations with the American Committee.
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As a matter of general interest, Abrantobik indicated that the kilerieart Corn-
?Dittos was still dominated by Inman isperialiatic thinking, and he was very
sceptical that the Paris Bloc would work in conjunction with the American
Committee since the latter group still insisted on a non-predetermination
policy.

d. Turning to operational details, Abramtchlk asked the case
officer whether or not it was in Ida power to stop the immigration of an

when the Byelorussian agent &migration felt was a Soviet agent.
He was told that this activity ad not fall into the purview of the ease •
officer. However, if he would be 	 to relate the details, it would
be postale to transit them to the interested peoplec Abreadata began by
stating that an individual by the name of BILEBVICH or HEIJOkVICH now living
in Paris was attempting to immigrate to the U.S. As far as Abrastalk Inn,
this person had already been granted a via end was preparing for his trip
to the U.S. The derogatory information as expressed by Abramtohlk is as
follows:

In 1946 BELEVICH was a constant compazdat of a suspected HIS
agent by the name of Alexander TAMAVICH, about 50 years of age, now
residing in Cleveland, Oftio. ILISHVICH was bgrn in Minsk and came
to the U.S. theca 3 months ago. Prior to Warn War II he had been a
teacher In the Soviet Union. Imeediattly upon his arrival in the U.S.,
VAIBEITICH began a violent °Baptist against the ads tint Byelorassian
church in Cleveland. Abreattchlk noted that the ranger °lemmata of 	 -
this church group were planning to inflict physical Fria/tent on
TATREVICH. Abramtchlk dianaded this brash move, and the desire to
hurt 11TEROVICH manifested itself in a social shimming. BELKSTICH,
according to Abraartchik, seemed to be under the influence of TATSEVICH.
He was known to be a constant companion of VAIBSVICH while they were
in &rope, and TATSEVICH sponsored BBLICEVIMPe hadgration to the U.S.
Abramtchik suspects that BRIKEVICH may have blacks:an material ao.
IATSEVICH since BRIEEVICH was Imam to be • student at what Abrazatehil
termed a "spy school' in Austria run by the Soviets in 1946.

a. Another CI possibility existed in Canada among the Byelorussian
groups. Mere Vladimir =coven, an orthodox priest from &erne, immigrated
to Canada unde; the auspices of the CAMARA organisation which the Byelorussian
immigration feels is a communist front. Abramitabik noted that in 19/16 and •
1947 PIZOVSKI had indicated his intentions of going to the USSR. However,
he immigrated to Australia and became prominent in Byelorussian politics in
Australia, prior to his arrival in Canada.

3. n September 1956:

a. While in Munich, Abramtchik had ommtaot with C- He
askec	 if the latter Fuld Frange for the transtor of the EHR
archives to a safe holding area prefer:lily the U.S. This infoniatiot was
relayed to the undersigned via cable. The only stipulations set dot .by •
Abramtotdk were that in the event of Byelorussian independence these archives,
would be returned to the legal owners since they contained treaties, political
negotiations and other historical docuxenta from the period 1917 to 21.
Abramtohik inherited these files from President Takharcsuk upon the
President's death in 19hic in Germany. Abreatchik smuggled the more valuable
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papers of the archives among his personal belongings to Prance and kept them
hidden in Paris until the end of the Carman occupation. The second stipula-
tion was for the microfilming of the original documents by the U.S. and having
them catalogued under the supervision of a Hitt historian, preferably
Dr. Vitaut Tumash. However, AbromtehDo said this matter was not urgent.

In. At this point of the conference, Abramtchik asked the under-
signed case officer for a "friend to friendl discussion. The case officer
stated that he was honored to be so considered. Abramtchik began by asking
whether or not he should arrange for the immigration to the U.S. of his
wife and eon. The case officer indicated that although this was Abramtchikts
personal affair and no attempt was being made to prejudice him in favor of
an American immigration, the fact that his family would be in the U.S. would
eleeltet the safety of his family and give Abramtohik peace of mind. Abramtchik
agreed. It was the opinion of the undersigned that Abramtehlk i s mind was
already made up, and he was seeking nothing more than a confirmation of his
visa.- The benefits of American education for his son, who is now 3 years
old, and the ocapanithship offered smog the Byelorussian immigration in
New Tort for his wife were offered as additional incentives in favor of the
proposed imedgration. Abramtohik than asked whether or not the case officer
could assist in the proposed immigration. Se was told to contact =.

-Dt Abreadohik knows as C._	 _j at the C_J exklasey and
nave C_	 begin the action. If it Decors necessary to assist in the wove,
the utoersigned would be sore than glad in helping from this end. Abratatohlk
compressed an cowers about an attempt on his life by the HIS which he felt
was possible at any lament. He further expressed some anxiety about the
welfare of his wife and child living in a Paris suburb. He then began to
extol]. the advantages of living in the U.S. and stated that be would canton
E_	 upon his return to Paris by the middle of November.

o. One of the first it an the agenda was the discussion of a
reserve yap of Byelorussian eatrigrees who could be used in a 'hot" war
situation. The proposed cadre group, Abramthhik was told, would be used
only in the event of a "hot" war and in support of U.S. military objectives.
The plan, as outlined to Abramthhik, visualised a grasp of 10 to 15
Byelorussian' under the leadership of a PA, whether they be of the BBB.
membership or not, who could be spotted, recruited, assessed, and placed
into nationality groups which would be organized under project AHREADI.
Basically, the plan would take these persons from their permanent geographic
locations to a previously designated site, i.e., Ft. Bragg, and give them
two weeks training. Under this arrangement, it would be possible for the
cadre group to be contained as a trained unit to develop an Esprit de core.
The taro week training would be given during the normal vacation period and
would provide excellent cover. The only obligation on the part of the
cadre members would be to write to a letter drop and apprize the ease
officer of any changes in their personal status.

d. Abramtchik was asked to subrdt a list of persons in the
Byelorussian imudgration in the U.S. rim he felt would be an asset to
this activity. Abrade/die expressed his intense desire to foster this
activity and deemed it one of the most essential activities that can be
undertaken during the cold war phase of world politics. He injected,
somewhat bitterly, the fiasco of earlier attempts at the formation of a



cadre in Germany. He was reassured that these two approaches had nothing
in Mat as far as organisation and disposition was concerned. Abramtchik
subsided in his attack and finally dropped the subject. He agreed to fa nigh
the case officer with as many names as he could obtain. He repeatedly tacked
whether or not the names could include individuals now located in Canada,
England, France, Belgium Germany and Australia. Be was told that the
plan, as envisaged at the present Um, mist remain practical and it
certainly would not be practical to alert the elements ha foreign countries
in the event the activity is not approved. Abramtchik began a historical
summary on the need for cadre groups, noting tint Germany and Russia had
been preparing such elements prior to World War II and were still in the
process of developing this activity. He cited the example at the Masi=
partisan groups during World Jar II and the German occupation of Paris.

e. However, he reserved any direct answer mita he could speak to
Dr. Boris Hagala, his former operations chief, now residing in Canada.
Abramtedk kept Insisting that Regale knew the location of any worthwhile
personalities and their status better than be. Since the tutdersigned was
most anxious to meet with Ragas, it was proposed that telephone contact
be made with Ragas and that he to requested to can to Washington
immediately for the talks. Mramtchik expressed the fact that be was
aware that a war in the near future is highly improbable, but indicated
that cadre of appradmately a battalion strength should be organised. He
was Informed that this was Impractical as wee attested 3 years ago, and a

1l -r group designed to perform the original functions outlined In 1353
should be organised.

I. 32 September 1956:

a. After several phone calls to aAbraudoink finally con-
tacted Boris Ragas. Ragas informed breadth:Lk that it would be rather
difficult for him, Ragula, to ea° to Washington on such short notice since
he had patients to when he mat attend, and he could not find another
doctor to tab over his calls. However, as it developed, Ragula ms able
to make arrangements and planned to arrive the following day, 13 September,
at 1000 hours. A fog delayed the flight and Ragula finally came to Washington
at 1515 hours. He registered at the Raleigh Hotel and utilised the double
room which Abramtchik had been using.

b. Prior to the actual arrival, the undersigned case officer began
to discuss the possible fate of the remaining zembers of AMOR Team ll
with Abrambhik. No mention was made of the S30,000 insurance which would
be due to the Byelorussian National Council (EMU as the legal beneficiaries
under the will made out by the meamrs of Tea 2 prior to their dispatch.
(This sommt is now being coveted under Project AMMER. Abrandohik,
daring the entire course of the conversation felt that the team is now
either captured or dead. When asked :upon whist he based this decision, he
said that he was acquainted personally with all of its 151111bere, and if
they were alive they would either have °stilt rated or made contact through
other means. at rather sketchy review of the W/T traffic was given to
Abrambidki

c. Regarding his Chief of 	 ula, lbreatchUc
indicated that he was not satisfied with* W1/2 I	 tion to Canada.
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Be•  felt that Regales operational talents would have best been utilised in
Europe. However, he noted that be had no control over the situation and
since Byelorussian BED= operations were at their lowest ebb, there was
no logical reason for Saguia to remain. He felt that the on-ly reason
Papas had inmigrated to Canada was because of imsatiefactcmy case officer/
principal agent relationship. Be hastily added that Regula t e move was
somewhat impulsive.

d. The conversation returned to the matter of a principal agent
to take the place of Beetle. Abramtchik stated that Regale should remain
Ithowledgeable of all activities; however, the suggestion made by the case
officer that a principal agent be emanated in the U.S. with thca periodic
contact would be maintained was acceptable to Abramtohik. His first 	 •
suggestion was an individual named (Inn) MARLIAIS. Abrantchik said that
this pen= was a devoted nationalist, unmarried, well-edacated, and had
an inclination to want clandestine work. He had never been exposed to
operations and would require training. A second person named by Abrreatctdk
as a possible PA was Dr. StaMaims BRZIKIEWICZ, now residing in Philadelphia.
According to Abratatehik, HRINICEMCZ is about 40 Fears old and a man who had
sham extreme courage oaring the Jul. occupation of Byelorussia. Abramtcha
reflected that it was upon Dr. HHTHICCUSICZ's testimony before a Iasi military
trial that he, Abrantchik, received house assent as punishment rather than
being ecoscuted. Dr. BRTNIMICZ had indicated that he would be willing to
do anything in the way of aiding in that struggle against the Soviets. He
told Abramtclalic that he would be willing to accept a comodesion in the U.S.
dray as a Major in the Medical Corp. if Abnatettik felt that this would aid
in the struggles his logic being that be could be stationed at Walter Heed
Hospital In Washington, D.C. The undersigned advised against such an action
since it was felt that it Dr. 111021601MICI had aw potential, his primary
duties to the Army would preclude his value to other activities which may
necessitate travel. Abramtchik agreed and the matter was ended.

e. In the general discussion following the selection of PA's and 	 ' •
while smiting the arrival of Ragas, Abramtchik asked. whether or not it
would be possible for the luidersigned case officer to relate to the
interested area Branch or desk the name of Said Bey wars, Fenollah
E.fendi Sokak 1513, Fatih, Istanbul, Thrkey. According to AbraztoloUc, this
Mil is a civilian and is the grandson of the famous SAKI who fought in
the struggle against the Rzaalaaa and the Turks. He is a Circassian.
Said Bey has been in contact with Abrantchik through Paris Bloc activities
and indicated in a rather general fashion that ladle Abramtchik was in the
U.S., if he had any contact with the American intelligence officials, to
path the word that "we could do anti-Bolshevik work. • Abrazatehik stated
that Said Bey said earlier that he had been in contact with American intelli-
gence in Turkey. However, the people were young and iinatare and were not
definite in their proposals. Be stated that be had indigenous contacts
within the Caucasus and had people available in Iran and Afghanistan for
infiltration. He said that the XIS was doing some work in this field, but
that would ruin the potential. Said Bey farther said that this work mat
be done without the knowledge of the Turks. This intonation was passed to
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f. Dr. Boris Ragula arrived at approximately 1630 hours. The case
officer, at first, found bin to be a '&124 opinionated person. Since his
lest contact with any American Intelligence officer was rather strained, it
was anticipated that the meeting could be a continuation of the relationship
experienced in Munich. However, during general introductory discussions with
Regale, the case officer found nin to be receptive to suggestions although he
still maintained a slight air of superiority. The case officer and the two
principal. agents went to an early dinner to insure adequate time to prepare
the groundwork for concrete operational proposals upon the arrival of
DO/SR/7/I0B. foxing the dinner, the problems of pest operations were
recanted and both parties agreed that new mistakes had been made. Bagela
amen was critical of the may he had been Moiled by C__ 	 end CL

J.fIn fact, he stated, the reason for his immigration to umrada rather -
WM um U.S. was preeeted by this amassment association. He indicated that
these men did not understand his probleedrand they told his they were merely
acting upon the orders of Headquarters. Regules attitude was somewhat
towered when be was told that the undersigoed case officer was the Head-
quarters gen of whom he had 	 so critical. It was explained to Regale
that the imeoure method of assessment, recruiting, and general *sloppy*
baiting of Byelorussians at Louvain prmqyted the curtailment of Byelorussian
HEM' activities. The undersigned stated that he hoped both parties had
learned a lesson. At this point, Bagels added, teat is past is past.
Minims of people have been lost in wars and we most carry on our activity
regardless of temporary setbacks.' He would welcome the opportonity to uork
with the undersigned case officer. C-- _j/ joined the group at.2100
hours. The informatim which had been mama to aarsatehlk vas repeated for
the sake of Regale, i.e., hot war *bumming, recruiting, and setting up of a
PA spotting system among the Byelornsaiene. and the need for finding acceptable
candidates for REMO" missions. C_	 L3 reviewed acme of the new
teauctnal methods available at the present time for in/exfiLtratiar and the
higher degree of success which could be assured. The understood told Regal&
that the earlier operational planning which moistened a two or three year
May within the Soviet Onion was not practice' and anyone undertaking a
BMWS missim now woad be in the Soviet Union for a period of no more than
thine or four weeke. This meting lasted until 2330 hours and resulted in
the ft:diming,

Cl) MO SIR representatives agreed to engage in clandestine
work subject to restrictions. However, knowledge of any B2MS01.

-activity geoid be limited to Abremtehik, Regale, and possibly the
principal agent nominated in the U.S. for contact with the case

• officer. Dr. latent TUNAS, with whom the uniereigned had been in
contact, would no longer be considered for anything in the PI field
since Abramtchikperemally felt that this man would not have the
capabilities or interest in the intelligence-gathering activity.

(2) The BUR organisation president and Bagels could look
over the cadre potential for hot war activities in the U.S. and
abroad. Ibramtabik felt that moo this activity began and the
younger element braved in the hot war cadre was psychologically
motivated, there misted an excellent opportunity of locating an
action type candidate from among these elements for wort now.
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(3) Regarding thetnatter of Nis, it had been originally
suggested that only ate such individual be named in the
However, Abramtchik felt that this activity could be expanded to
include Paig.land, lance, Belgium, Argentina, and Australia. These
men would not receive any remuneration from the U.S. except, Possibly,
trait]. oneness.

• .
(Ii) Upon the suggestion fres the undersigned, Abramtchik

may animate a secretary who would act as a spotter after boars. •
This secretary would have natural cover. As I secretary, he would —
be able to travel with Abramtchik, execute secretarial responsibilities
and aintain a list of potential candidates. Abreatchik indicated
that he ant thin this over since it was fairly cm knowledge
that his Menai were extremely limited and that he could not afford •.--
a private secretary. .Therefore, he continued, it would be advisable,
in his opinica, to maintain several unpaid spotters in the countries
mentioned previoeslyer- However, along the persons he has indicated he
would consider for the secretarial position was an individual nand'.
Theodore CAAFIEJCOX, a' . graduate of Louvain Uni.versite in Belgium and
now residing—rtiatorida. Be wasa graduate of Gent Officers
School. in Math daring World War U.

(5) - ii3garding Australia end Argentina, Abremtchik stated he
would do all in his power to -accumulate the names of potential candidates
in those areas. Be held that Argentina holds teach promise because those
Byelorussian enigma who have settled in that country have not assimilated

• into the ecto.ncerie or the culture of Argentina. As far as Australia is
comerned,•-Abranchiic held high hopes for this area noting that the	 .,
fineet of the Byelorussian intellectual emigres were now located in

- 'Anon...ilia and as their Argentinian counterparts were having a bard
•time blending into the Australian way of life.

(6). Abramtohik originally intended tenet:urn to Paris by
-..• .the :riddle of October. However, it was quite chylous that the prospect

- of azi organisational-trip to Argentina intrigued hiza. Prompted by the
nee officer, Mr. Abranchik said he would apply to the American Comnittiee
for financial assistance to make the 'Argentinian trip. His reason for •
the trip' would be ostensibly, to attempt to neutralise the e:ctensive
"Return to the Homeland" propaganda of the leilchailov Committee.
(Bate: Following- thin discussion the president of BIM connoted the

- American Committee and outlined his proposal. Tide sae tentatively
agreed to by the American Ccemittee, and Rise Jill Holton of the /0/5
office called tip the • andersigned case °facer to inform him of the

. Ahrsattch.ik move as10- -,Athetter or not we were aware of the action.)
At the preent time,-'-Abramtahik is ill Canada for a minor operation
'under the medical eare -of Dr. Ramat. Abramtchik made one interesting
..observatica which marine a. notation at this time. He -fel.t- that those
- Persons returning tO Byelorissie tram the Argentine held ttumandots
promise au potential internal contacts. When asked for the rent
behind the statement, .Abramtchik said that once they .had returned to
the Soviet Unica and had eccperienced the condition he would describe to
them 'on . hie trip,. patriotism and discontent will increase.
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rejseras told Abristabilt that the tmdersigned Case officer would make the
trip to South America to coordinate his activities with oar offices and
offer guidance.

(7) Regarding a trip to Australia, Abramtehik weenot too
Inclined to and/Asks the journey at this time. Be said, hoverer, that he
would obtain the information to pass on to any representative mhos we fly
send to facilitate rapport with Byelorussian contacts in Australia.

5. The next contact with Abremtchik was set for the middle of natter
and in all probehilitywill be held in Detroit. The undersigned will be
contacted by telephone and the final arrangemente of time, date, mid plasm
will bends.	 1


